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cerica

HIFICRITIC, Paul Messenger

“

”

            NOMONO, Sven Bilen

“Truly capacious and unusually advanced sounds taging and a 
brilliantly integrated upper mid/treble t ransition that ’s most
informative indeed.”

“Very intelligent choice for discerning listeners with medium-
sized spaces and high-quality hardware”.

       6moons.com, Srajan Ebaen

“Cerica sounds effortless, energetic, charmant, controlled and 
neutral. It offers soundstage which is deep, wide and accurate 
at the same time. What more could you expect?”

“Editor’s Choice”

            Hi�maailma 5/2009, comparison test

"This is truly exceptional loudspeaker, sonically as well as 
aesthetically."

"Cerica deserves enthusiastic recommendation."

Aurelia Cerica is one of the best loudspeaker our editorial 
team has been listening for a very long time. Rarely have we 
heard music reproduced so uncoloured and with such high 
resolution and detail.

graphica
“Graphica has a healthy nature, which is captivating and inspiring. In short, listening to it gets the 

listener into a hilariously good mood. World-class high-end speaker from Finland.”

“Aurelia Graphica is universal performer where everything seems to work. Graphica indicates that 
when loudspeaker is really good, every music genres are working with excellently”

Tekniikan Maailma 18/2009

“The reproduction of whole frequency range is breathtakingly accurate, effortless and transparent”

"In some respects the best we have ever heard"

 Hi�maailma 8/2008

AudioVideo.�  2/2012

saphira
Saphira was widely regarded as the 

best sound of the Show:

“The ease, the absence of tension, transparency, comp- 
leteness, the definition of all the bandwidth were never 

at fault: as speed, spatialization. These speakers
are excellent new Finnish products on the show”

“Smooth and neutral reproduction through the whole 
frequency range”

“Pleasant combination of  presence, accuracy 
and bass extension”

“Well balanced and very entertaining package” 

Hi�maailma 5/2010

Salon Hi� Home Cinema 2011

magenta
“The stereo image has a pretty amazing space where each 

sound source is placed with a precision that only the best 
systems are capable to offer.”

“Highly competent small speaker. Enormously big soundstage!”

                               Hi� & Musik 11/2010

“Aurelia Magenta is a speaker which thrives you into 
long listening periods. It makes justice for the music

 for the joy of the listener.” 

                                        Tekniikan Maailma 11/2008

“Unusually well-balanced speaker for its size”

                                “Editor's Choice.”

                                                 Mikrobitti 2/2008, comparison test

“Absolutely one of the best in its class.”

                          Hi�maailma 1/2008

Hi� Home Cinema Video 403 Jan/Feb 2012

ambera
“It doesn´t spring to mind any other floorstander with as 
good sound quality as Aurelia Ambera o�ers in our 30 
square meter listening room”

Tekniikan Maailma 18/2008

“Articulate and neutral extract of the music. Stereo image 
is drawn very accurately, but soundstage is still wide. 
Transients come easily. Musical and pleasant to listen.”

“Editor´s Choice”

             Hi�maailma 5-6/201 1, comparison test

“Masterpiece”

Optio 16/2008
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